
            
  

1. Situated at the back of the house, the lawn can be seen through the 
French windows. It is formed of two planes, one lifted slightly above 
the other. ‘Suspended’, the upper plain rests in the air, laying back on a 
passing breeze. The lower plane looks to it, seeing itself mirrored in the 
glass. It lays admiring its partner, recognising its own grassy features. 
However, the plane is not a mirror but a painted image. It is held 
together in the mind, solidified by tightly woven particles. It lays flat 
enclosed by the painter’s brush. A dialogue ensues between the planes. 
Questions are answered with words known, their meanings held within 
the edges of the phrase. Through the planes, time takes form, moving 
through passages below the earth. It becomes cyclical. Passing through 
the seasons, springsummerautumnwinter fuse together. They join 
hands, solidifying through touching palms. Questions meet answers: 
answers meet questions. History flattens as gravity draws its figures 
into the upper screen. There they too lie flat, dates bear no other 
meaning. All that is known is a singular time held within an elongated 
second. A curtain obscurs the changing skies. Stars remain fixed, 
covered over by a thin cloth threaded in the mind.  
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2. In the North West corner of the garden, a gust of wind places 
its shadow upon the map. Words float, lifted off the ground, 
their letters separated by the wind. An Interrupted cadence may 
be heard as high notes rise beyond the stave, settling in the 
branches of an oak tree. Between leaves, history divides; letters 
are transformed. A’s turn to rhythms and b’s to sequences. 
Names and letters become symbols, algebraic forms and 
mathematical shapes. Time flows between branches, it's tides 
further eroding the symbols. Stretched out by centrifugal flow, 
particles shift, they become detached. Moving through the 
branches, time increases velocity. The wind passes over the 
river, moving through the middle etage. The symbols shift. 
They break away forming clouds, they hang over the garden. 
These symbols hold meaning; these symbols act as mirrors. 
Below the tree a viewer can be seen. A figure who once 
followed the map but has now found shelter below the oak, 
having discovered comfort in time’s flowing stream. As the 
clouds move over the tree, they come to reflect the viewer’s 
face. Resemblance emerging with the changing winds. The 
viewer turns, looking out into another glass. A telescope 
appearing in their mind, they look to the stars.The earth spins, 
pulled round by dissected symbols. An echo ensues between the 
viewer and the sign. They pause in reflection as the viewer 
gazes out over the remaining garden. The path of history reveals 
itself.  

Looking back at the tree, the viewer was not there. I suppose 
he may not have been there at all. They too had been lost to 
the wind.  
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3. Moving along the path, a cloud ascends, rising amongst the cosmos, it 
settles over the vegetable patch. As particles shift, they become further 
detached. Symbols change state; music turns to sound. A long echo 
reverberates over the garden, its touch drawing roots from the earth. They 
flower with memory, parodying revolutions with their growth. All that 
remains is reflections, traces of another. Memories move (ing) between 
particles. Shadows act (ing) in communication.  

A double sided mirror appears between the clouds, it flows forward with 
the wind shaping the landscape as it passes. Between the breeze, a viewer 
reveals themself. It is difficult to say whether this is the original viewer or 
a new follower of the map for all that is known is here they are sat, 
resting amongst the cabbage plants. Recognising the wind, the viewer 
looks into the mirror but it has forgotten the look of their face. Their 
features have become blurred, lost amongst shifting particles. Memories 
turned by the winds of time, they are held amongst the clouds. Time 
detaches itself from the viewer. Loosening its grip, it looks over the 
viewer’s shoulder. Past and future see themselves on either side of the 
glass. The mirror  
continues its rotation, it moves forward, pulled away by a persuasive. 
As the mirror moves through the air, it leaves traces, forming a path 
of lost mirrors. Its presence lingering in the remaining air. Through 
this constellation, a second wind projects forward. It follows the 
passage of history. A series of doors open, opening up to the present.  
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4. The mirrors shift, moving to the edge of the map, led away 
by the wind they get caught in the trees. Stretched by branches, 
the glass pains fragment, pulled down by gravity. Particles 
solidify ; symbols remember their form. Minutes and hours 
place themselves upon the wind’s flow. Units of time count 
themselves dividing the breeze into sixty. These segments fall 
as droplets forming reflective pools beneath the branching 
trees. A series of parallel mirrors emerge, creating a void in 
which gravity sleeps, allowing time to move between two 
rotating poles. Between North and South, symbols move in a 
continuous flux. The screens flatten, holding memories within 
their glass. A web emerges between these pains. Time, objects 
and ideas flow. Letters move along gold thread, forming a river 
through the lattice.  
Signs shift, appearing and disappearing, numbers turn to 
particles, and particles to notes. Weaving between the lattice, 
figures can be seen, moving amongst the screens, their 
reflections solidifying as images. Picked up by wind, they float 
amongst the viewer. There they spin, moving between times, 
they are submerged in memories. Thoughts, show themselves 
through nature. Nature echos the machine, taking form 
between the crab apple trees.  
 
 

The Orchard  


